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No-deal Brexit? Theresa May’s
Brexit formula, three times rejected by Parliament but
somehow squeezed through
on a fourth attempt?
May’s
Brexit
formula,
tweaked to promise a permanent customs union with the EU,
and — to Labour’s shame! —
pushed through with Labour
front-bench support?
A long Brexit delay — ending
with pretty much the same options?
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Algeria: “down with the system”
By Kamel Aïssat

Algerian socialist Kamel Aïssat,
from the Trotskyist group PST,
explains the political crisis in Algeria.
Kamel Aïssat spoke with Sam
Wahch and Antoine Larrache of the
NPA [New Anti-Capitalist Party, in
France]. Translation by Michael
Elms.
The PST will mobilise with all its
forces to try to broadcast our ideas,
in particular about a Constituent
Assembly, which is in the interests
of the majority of the Algerian people, that is, workers, the unemployed, women, all those excluded
by the capitalist system, whose demands must be worked into the
new constitution.
The mobilisation will be very big,
perhaps bigger than other mobilisations. In associations, in discussions, people are saying they’re not
just going to come with their families but with their domestic animals
as well, to show that people want
the government to go, and not just
organise some transition!
Our idea of a Constituent Assembly based on the interests of the
popular masses is taking root in
many sectors. It’s not an end in itself but a step in the process that’s
underway in Algeria, trying to
seize as much space as possible for
social and democratic rights in the

new Algerian constitution.
The PST is trying to unite with all
the forces on the side of the workers, the side of the shut-out, to carry
our voice on all the marches we go
on, and to give meaning to the people’s deeply-held slogans, which
are “down with the system” and
“we want to try all the people who
stole the public wealth”, which we
interpret in terms of opening the
books on Algeria’s wealth; and
“down with the system” as meaning the system based on the bazaar
economy, the market, which has ruined the Algerian economy.
How do you view the Constituent process?
It has to be achieved through mobilisations; otherwise the forces of
money will impose another constitution which represents their interests, the interests of a minority
which is pillaging Algeria’s wealth.
The fact that the mobilisation is
continuing and deepening and
being self-organised is the only
guarantee that we have as workers,
oppressed women, young people,
unemployed people, excluded people; the only way to impose our
hopes on this Constituent.
We are looking at a spontaneous
popular movement which has
started to organise itself, but not according to the classical forms that
we have seen in the past. There is

Algeria’s president Bouteflika resigned on 3 April, but protests against his regime continue
no social force which emerged in
particular at the outset, but rather
civil society in general, the population that demonstrated on Fridays
(the “Algerian Sunday”, the day of
rest). The population decided to
raise slogans on little placards,
which grew into banners. The banners carried certain demands
which are still quite vague, but the
interpretation given them by forces
like ours are taking the movement
in a profoundly radical direction.
Self organisation is not just an
idea from history books: it is the
tool that the masses take up at a
certain point, depending on their
consciousness, their traditions of
struggle, or their traditions full
stop, as they face down an adversary. Today, the population sees itself as organising in a context of
broad freedom of expression on
demonstrations that are making demands, of a regime that is responding with letters from Bouteflika or

Salah [army chief]. The people respond in turn with demonstrations
on Fridays, and some sectors of
workers marching in the week.
This is a maximal mobilisation,
with good discipline, symbolised
by young people from workingclass districts who clean up after
the marches! But the spokespeople
who have tried to come forward,
driven on by privately-owned TV
channels, and bosses’ newspapers
in particular, have almost all been
rejected.
The establishment wants to have
personalities chosen by the media,
but that isn’t what’s happening at
the moment. Self-organisation has
made great strides in several sectors.
It has started to come about in
the universities. We are helping autonomous committees to emerge
there. That’s what explains the
haste with which the Higher Education Minister closed Algeria’s

universities for a month, two weeks
before the holidays.
The second aspect is that now all
the neighbourhoods are coming to
the demonstrations, organised behind their own banner; villages are
coming in an organised way; workers are active in various trade
unions[...] This is the case in
SONACOM or in the industrial
steel port of Annaba, where there
are general assemblies and demonstrations in the streets. Indeed, this
is now happening in many sectors.
Every day we see a new piece
of self-organising springing up.
Are these “soviets”? No, but it is
the start of a debate between
workers; of organisation of
workers; of workers expressing
themselves autonomously, even,
autonomously of trade union apparatuses and their bureaucratic
leaderships.

The oil profiteers and Libya

Free West Papua!
By Bill Davies

On 5 April a small but lively
protest assembled opposite the
Indonesian Embassy in London
to object to the brutal military
occupation of West Papua by Indonesia.
West Papua is the western half of
the island whose eastern half is
Papua New Guinea, an independent state.
The Free West Papua Campaign
which organised the protest, coinciding with other protests on the
same date in the Netherlands and
Australia, is calling for solidarity
with a West Papuan boycott of the
Indonesian presidential and assembly elections that will take place on
17 April.
Although it has controlled the
territory since 1945, Indonesia formally annexed West Papua in August 1969 after it forced and
manipulated an unrepresentative

“vote” of 1,022 handpicked West
Papuans in favour of Indonesian
control, misleadingly called the
“Act of Free Choice.”
In January of this year a petition
of 1.8 million people — effectively
representing, according to the organisers, 70% of the population of
West Papua — demanding the
right to self-determination was presented by the West Papuan leadership to the United Nations. The
petition calls for an internationally
supervised referendum.
Yet the left, which should stand
with oppressed people around the
world, was absent on the 5 April
protest, as it was largely absent on
the 5 February protest outside the
Chinese Embassy in solidarity with
the Uyghurs.
All oppressed people are entitled to justice, and the left should
apply this principle consistently.
• More: www.freewestpapua.org

By Hugh Edwards
With the news that the forces of
General Haftar have bombed
Tripoli’s Mitiga airport (8 April),
the events in Libya have
reached a critical stage.
The conflict is not just about two
men and their armed forces, General Haftar (former Gaddafi general, lived in USA for 20 years,
warlord with military clout based
in the east of Libya) and El Sarraj
(head of the UN-backed nominal
government, with little clout outside Tripoli).
It is indirectly about the clash
between two imperialist powers,
France and Italy, both with a long
and murderous history of involvement in Libya and Africa as a
whole.
Haftar, “the strong man” of
Cyrenaica (the eastern coastal region), has always had the backing
of the French. Along with the bulk
of “the international community”,
France has nominally supported
the government of El Sarraj in
Tripoli. At the same time it has surreptitiously provided aid and arms
to the General.
The giant French petroleum cor-

poration, Total, has the bulk of its
economic interests in Cyrenaica.
Logically a victory for Haftar’s
forces over the UN-backed government in Tripoli would herald
the defeat of Italy’s largest energy
company ENI, whose interests are
focused there, in the west of Libya.
It would thus emphatically reassert the profile of French imperialist interests in Libya.It would
also boost France’s neo-colonialist
hold in the Sahel and its ambitions
in any carve-up in Syria.
In alliance with Egypt’s Al-Sisi,
France also has a potent economic
presence in Algeria, which it now
surveys with studied alarm.
The role of ENI in Tripoli has
made Italy El Sarraj’s most reliable
and loyal support.
Italy’s current coalition government, coming to power, hastily
sought the international limelight
as the would-be director and
saviour of Libya’s future. Shamelessly it sought the blessing of
Trump, at the expense of Macron
and the French.
But Trump showed no interest,
and the relation of forces on the
ground inexorably shifted Haftar’s
way.

The only competition the Italians won was that in hypocrisy.
The odiously racist Salvini (deputy
prime minister), as he demonised
the “invasion” of Islam in Italy and
his “defence of Christianity”, sustained El Sarraj’s government,
whose main political base is the
Muslim Brotherhood.
The profits of ENI don’t have a
faith, and those come first.
Already Haftar has a grip on the
bulk of petroleum deposits, much
to the delight, no doubt, of Total.
But the National Oil Corporation
that sells the barrels and cashes the
proceeds has its headquarters in
Tripoli. Conquering it means taking control of its income, therefore
political control of power in the
country.
Neither the French and Italian
working masses have anything to
share here with their respective
thieving and murderous states,
and the economic forces that they
serve.
Still less do the tens of thousands of immigrants imprisoned
in camps in Libya, at the mercy
of thugs financed by Italy and
the bourgeois forces of Fortress
Europe.
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Tories run scared on LGBT+ education
By David Pendletone

On 1 April, the BBC news website reported that 85 Head teachers from Birmingham had met
with officials from the Department of Education.
The meeting followed protests by
parents in Birmingham about the
implementation of the new curriculum in Relationship and Sex Education (RSE) for primary schools.
The new curriculum teaches children that there are different kinds
of families, including families
where the adults are in lesbian or
gay relationships.
The BBC quoted an anonymous
Head who said: “We feel completely alone here and feel as if
we’re getting no overt support
whatsoever from the government.”
The Birmingham Heads are right.
The government has failed to support them and that is a disgrace.
The new curriculum is a big stepforward and comes after years of
pressure by RSE teachers, school
workers and youth workers for
compulsory, inclusive and informative sex education for all children,
with no ability for parents to opt
their children out. The new curriculum makes teaching on relationships and on health, including
about puberty and periods, compulsory. The only opt-out is for sections on sexual intercourse.
But this is a weak Tory government, and under pressure to U-turn
or drop the policy. Already, Andrea
Leadsom (leader of the House of

Commons) has said that parents
should decide when their children
are “exposed” to LGBT+ relationships in RSE lessons and that parents should have a veto over what
is taught.
The protests in Birmingham
seem to have been started by parents predominantly from the Muslim community, and that angle has
been the focus of much of the reporting. However, religious reactionaries
of
different
denominations are determined to
stop children learning about
LGBT+ families.
The Jewish Weekly has reported
(29 March) on the setting up of
“Values Foundation for Faith and
Families in Education” at a meeting
of 50 reactionaries, including MPs,
councillors and various religious
representatives — a lash up of Jewish and Christian conservatives
who are aiming to stop the section
of the new RSE curriculum about
respecting different families being
taught in faith schools.
In the past some on the left have
shamefully equivocated on faith
schools and other issues pushed by
reactionaries in the Muslim community. They have done so on the
pretext of standing up to Islamophobia.
Whilst clearly standing against
racism and xenophobia, we should
not treat people from a Muslim
background, or any other group, as
a homogenised bloc. We side with
progressives within the community, we fight against reactionaries
and hierarchical religious leaders

within it.
No-one will oppose schools
being clear and open with the communities they serve about what
they are teaching; but we cannot
allow parents at a particular school
to dictate what is taught to their
children or how it is taught.
Education should be widening

children’s experiences, not allowing their parents to limit them.
Socialists are for everyone’s right
to express their sexuality however
they chose, as long as it is amongst
consenting adults. We are for children’s right to learn about different
sexualities and discover their own.
Part of this is allowing children
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to see families that look like their
own, or showing them that they
can, in the future, choose to have a
different type of family.
LGBT+ people are sorely
under-represented in children’s
literature and in schools. We
should fight for them to be made
much more visible.

UC action 1 August
By Will Sefton

Schools: the most vulnerable lose out
By Ralph Higgins
By the government’s own reckoning over 2000 pupils with Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities are not getting access to necessary resources and
equipment because of funding
cuts.
Since 2015 £5.4 billion has been
cut from school budgets in England. The most vulnerable have
been hit hardest.
A recent report by IPPR North
found that SEND [Special Educational Needs and Disability] funding has been cut by 17% across
England since 2015. The number of
SEND and disability tribunal hearings has doubled in the past two

years, with the decision favouring
parents in 89 per cent of their cases.
Working for the last few years in
primary schools, I personally have
seen a return to removing “highprofile” children from their classes;
a single teaching assistant responsible for supporting four children;
a teaching assistant splitting their
time between four classrooms; a
child in KS2 on P-levels without
one-to-one support; and an early
years class with sixty children, four
members of staff, and eleven autistic pupils.
Pupils with SEND make up 15%
of the school population, but close
to half of all permanent exclusions
are of pupils with SEND. Children
in need of counselling face long delays, and a study conducted by the

BBC found that children in need of
Education Healthcare Plans were
waiting for nearly three years in
some cases.
Fundamentally, the issue of
SEND cuts comes down to the
coalition and then Tory governments’ attacks on education funding;
local
authorities,
Multi-Academy Trusts and heads
choosing to prioritise children
without SEND when it comes to
limited funding; and the unions
failing to mount a serious industrial challenge to education cuts.
Serious industrial action in defence of the most vulnerable students in our education system,
alongside political campaigning,
is needed.

A national day of action against
Universal Credit on 1 August
may be a chance to revive this
campaigning and to put forward
the kind of welfare system that
is needed: bit.ly/uc-1aug.
After apparently being held
back since November 2017, a joint
report by the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) and
HMRC has shown the government has been well aware of the
problems associated with the transition from tax credits to Universal
Credit. More than 50% of the
claimants surveyed were not prepared for the delay of six weeks
till their first payment and of those
who expected some delay almost
half were unaware it was six
weeks.

WAITING

Gillian Guy, chief executive of
Citizens Advice, quoted in the
Guardian, said:
“This isn’t a surprise to us, despite the data being a few years
old. This tallies with experiences
of the people we’ve helped who

have struggled financially when
they’ve been moved on to Universal Credit. While the government
has made some changes to support people moving on to Universal Credit since this research, these
do not go far enough. Half of the
people we help while waiting for
their initial payment are unable to
keep up with bills or rent.”
A report published on 8 March
by NHS providers made stark
warnings about the impact of benefit changes on already strained
mental health services. “92% of
trusts tell us that changes to Universal Credit and benefits are increasing demand for services, as
are loneliness, homelessness and
wider deprivation. Cuts to services funded by local authorities
also mean that preventative approaches and early intervention
services are less available.”
At present, campaigns even
against the worst elements of Universal Credit are not widespread.
The Labour Party, while coming out in favour of something
like a “stop and scrap” policy in
more recent months, has not
put many resources into street
campaigning.
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Stalinists for WTO rules?
By Jim Denham
On Saturday 6 April I sat in a room full of
activists from the giant union Unite, and
heard the union’s assistant general secretary Steve Turner talking about Brexit.
He was clear on one thing: a no-deal Brexit
on WTO terms would be a disaster for jobs in
manufacturing. Turner emphasised the chaos
that no-deal would cause to the automotive
sector, which is dependent upon frictionless
trade across Europe.
No-one in the room seemed to disagree.
Surprising. Quite a few of them were supporters of the Morning Star, which that same
day carried a centre-page article by Alex Gordon arguing that a “managed no-deal Brexit
on WTO terms” is entirely to be desired from
a socialist point of view.
The Morning Star has been promoting nodeal in its editorials for some time. The paper,
for all its pretensions to be the voice of the
broad labour and trade union movement, is
in reality controlled by the Communist Party
of Britain, who have long favoured a nodeal/WTO scenario.
An article in the Morning Star of April 3
quoted CPB general secretary Rob Griffiths
denouncing MPs for considering the customs
union option:
“These MPs show utter contempt for the
EU referendum result — the biggest democratic vote in our history — and make a

mockery of their past pledges to ‘honour’ the
decision made by a clear majority of voters.
“Tragically, many of these would-be saboteurs are Labour MPs who put their loyalty
to the EU above any loyalty to democracy,
popular sovereignty and the Labour Party.
“Many are opposed to the leadership of
Jeremy Corbyn and have no concern that by
painting Labour as an anti-Brexit party they
are jeopardising the prospects of a left-led
Labour government. Some openly support
the possibility of an all-party ‘national government.’
“The priority now must be to allow Britain
to exit the EU on April 12 on World Trade Organisation terms and secure an early general
election and a Labour victory.”
It is puzzling that Brexiteers of left and
right, whose campaign is all about “taking
back control”, seem so keen on the WTO option.
Forsaking one largely unaccountable capitalist bureaucracy in Brussels for a more se-

cretive one housed in Geneva seems perverse. WTO members are at the mercy of its
“dispute-settlement” regime, which allows
other countries to enforce penalties. Its rules,
just as much as the EU’s single market rules,
restrict certain forms of undercutting and
state intervention. And its enforcement and
dispute settlement panels (unlike the ECJ) are
entirely secret.
Britain is already a member of the WTO,
but through the EU. To become a fully independent member, Britain needs to have its
own schedules (WTO-speak for the lists of
tariffs and quotas that it would apply to other
countries’ products).
Britain will have to produce schedules for
each of the 5,000-plus product lines covered
by WTO and get them all agreed by the 163
WTO states, some of which have already
raised objections.
Under WTO rules, after Brexit cars will be
taxed at 10% when they cross the UK-EU border and agricultural tariffs will be more than

What’s Greek got to do with it?
As Aristotle is one of the “giants” on
whose shoulders Marx stands, we should
take an interest in issues of distortion or
vulgarisation of Aristotle’s key ideas. It
might be that Martin Thomas’s comments
on Aristotle (Solidarity 499) carry a “trace”
of this process.
One thing Marx and Aristotle certainly
have in common is their having been subject

to sustained vulgarisation and distortion. The
vulgarisation of Marx is a part of our inheritance and that demands we are scrupulous
and forensic in our approach to classic texts.
(Comrades might find useful the work of
Michael Heinrich on the original texts and
handwritten notes by Marx that make up his
unfinished work around Das Kapital and Theories of Surplus Value. Check out his You Tube
lectures.)
The pressures of Stalinist and bourgeois
ideology are obvious sources for these distortions and vulgarisations, but there is more to
it than that. There are theoretical spaces existing in Marx which have become “entry

Brain wiring isn’t fixed
In his letter in Solidarity 499, Mike
Zubrowski makes some good points in
response to my article about neurodiversity. However, I think he is mistaken in his
understanding of my argument.
When I referred to “brain wiring”, I was
not describing something that is determined
entirely before birth.
While brain science still has a lot to discover, it has been clear for some time that
many neural pathways are established in

the early years of life and can also be affected by later trauma. This is the reason
why, for example, a young child who learns
a new language will be able to pronounce it
correctly whereas someone who learns a
language in later life may not be able to.
So my argument about brain “wiring” or
structure is consistent with Mike’s observations about brain and language development in a social and environmental context.
The understanding of “neurodiversity”
that we need is precisely about neurological
variation in the context of social structures
and our interaction with them — a materialist approach to neurodiversity.
Janine Booth, London

points” for the above ideologies. Consider
Marxism as a young science in the mid to late
19th century, still in the process of developing
and refining its key concepts and categories,
as all young sciences must do.
Read slowly, and with comrades, and you
will discover one of the outstanding properties of the works of Marx is that, though
being far from “complete”, they demonstrate
the work of demolishing old scientific categories and the creation of new scientific categories. Crucially in that process, Marx is often
using categories that are tentative — not fully
formed — between the old and the new, if
you will.
The following might be examples of such
entry points.
Example one: consider the search by Bernstein and Kautsky for spaces into which they
can “insert” an “evolutionary concept”. This
is in the process of trying to legitimate the reformist dead-end of the German Social
Democratic movement.
Example two: consider Marx’s theory of
crisis — there isn’t one. Like his work on
credit, finance and trade, it exists as a series
of brilliant insights on aspects of capitalism
as it is generalising into a “world system”.
Neither the form of Marx’s concepts, nor the
system he is researching, is fully formed.
This is entirely the predicament of Aristotle in Athenian Greece. I will follow up
with further letters on this subject, and on
Hegel.
Paul Cooper, Lewisham

35% for dairy products.
Jeremy Corbyn and his team are, to be
frank, all over the place on Brexit, but if they
have one consistent policy it is to avoid nodeal. Strange then, that the paper that claims
to be ultra-loyal to Corbyn in fact opposes his
only clear-cut policy.
Stranger still that a union like Unite, with
hundreds of thousands of members in the
manufacturing sector whose jobs will be put
at risk by no-deal, still subsidises the Morning Star.
Apart from the ERG and its associated
“hard-Brexit” outfits like Economists for
Brexit, the CPB and Morning Star are just
about the only people in Britain who positively favour no-deal and WTO terms.
Economists for Brexit are a bit more honest.
Their leading light, Professor Patrick Minford
told the Sun just before the 2016 referendum:
“Over time, if we left the EU, it seems
likely that we would mostly eliminate
manufacturing, leaving mainly industries
such as design, marketing and hi-tech.
But this shouldn’t scare us”.

Left culture
From 2002, the “Stop the War” campaign
around Iraq was the main political activity for many on the left for several years,
at a time when the left was at a low ebb
otherwise.
It was educative and formative for many
in the movement. That it could organise big
demonstrations against the US invasion of
Iraq was good; but the education was miseducation, which lives on.
Conspiracy theories were tolerated in the
movement, and scarcely challenged even as
they were hardened by the likes of David
Icke and Alex Jones into anti-globalist, antisemitic and anti-liberal meta-conspiracies.
Social media spread this. Facebook grew
rapidly from 2007.
With the shortcomings of the bourgeois
media, news sources such as Al Jazeera,
France 24, Russia Today, Press TV etc. became popular. RT played into this by hiring
lefty anti-war commentators. They mixed
real news with fake-left wing and far-right
commentary. RT mis-educated a whole
layer of people who are now in Corbyn’s
Labour.
An initially broad and politically diverse
movement ended up with George Galloway as its main spokesperson.
Stop The War’s formal link with the Muslim Association of Britain (British offshoot
of the Muslim Brotherhood) legitimised the
Islamist right as the “authentic voice” of the
Muslim working class.
STW’s shift from being opposed to US invasion to backing the Islamist insurgency in
Iraq went with a shift by the Palestine Solidarity Campaign and STW from broadly
supporting Fatah to supporting Hamas in
the Palestinian civil war and their cheerleading for Hezbollah.
After the split in the SWP in 2010, the
German–Rees ex-SWP faction running
STW shifted it even more towards a Stalinistic and pro-Putin slant.
Luke Hardy, Leeds
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Behind Labour’s Brexit and
antisemitism problems
By Dan Katz
Jeremy Corbyn’s victory as Labour leader
in 2015 promised the possibility of a left
Labour Party which would in government
renationalise rail, gas and electricity, restore union rights and tax the rich.
In the aftermath of the 2008 crisis and years
of Tory austerity, that looked attractive to
many tens of thousands of people who had
never been active on the left before.
Labour’s membership surged and the
membership was optimistic. The Party’s right
wing was on the back foot.
Now all that is in jeopardy. The opportunity to re-shape Labour politically and openup its structures democratically is in danger.
The Tories are chronically divided along
the ideological line — pro or anti-Europe —
that has split them for decades. Now they
may even fracture on the issue, or remake
themselves as a more nativist, nationalist,
narrow-minded Party.
And still Labour is behind in the opinion
polls. Corbyn’s personal ratings, in particular,
are terrible.
Labour is suffering from two immediate
crises.

£1,188 by 1 May
to reach target
Another £100 from John McGee in Glasgow brings us to £13,812 in our fund appeal, just £1,188 short of our £15,000
target.
A manageable last push should get us
past the target by May Day.
This week we’ve taken delivery of new
office chairs, and started the process so that
our full-time office staff will have secondhand computers on their own desks, rather
than having to bring in personal laptops.
We may even be able to replace our rusty
and falling-to-bits office microwave.
We plan to print a broadsheet on climate
change, get out an expanded edition of our
old pamphlet Arabs, Jews, and Socialism, and
reprint our Remain and Rebel pamphlet (on
Europe) and our book In Defence of Bolshevism.
We’ve been able to spend money this
week on fares for organisers to the National
Union of Students conference in Glasgow.
According to an article on a US left-wing
website, the legal entity behind the ISO (International Socialist Organization, which
until just a few weeks ago figured as the
most active and dynamic group on the US
left, but has now suddenly collapsed and
dissolved) spent $756,995 (£580,000) in 2012
on wages.
The collapse shows that having resources
to pay organisers, produce literature, run
offices, cover fares, and so on, is not
enough. Political will and energy, based on
coherent and well-understood ideas, are
the fundamentals.
But if we could spend even a tenth of
what the ISO spent to free more people
to work full-time on socialist activity,
then we’d be much better placed
against the well-funded, well-resourced
bureaucracies that still dominate the
labour movement.
• www.workersliberty.org/donate

First is the crisis of antisemitism in the
1Party. That scandal is a direct result of Corbyn’s victory. Many of Corbyn’s older supporters carry this virus.
Young Labour still scarcely exists as an organised entity, and most of Corbyn’s younger
supporters have not become organised in the
Labour Party.
In many areas the Labour Party has become dominated by older “Rejoiners”.
Some of those Rejoiners had been Labour
members in the 1980s or 90s and, disgusted
by Blair and the Iraq war, had left. Some had
been in left-wing organisations, “Communist” (Stalinist) or the would-be Trotskyist
left, or fellow-travellers, in the 70s and 80s.
These reinvigorated leftists joined, or rejoined, or stepped up activity after years of
only being paper members of the Labour
Party, with their own political baggage. Often
the depressing effect of the labour movement’s retreat had eroded their concepts of
class struggle and socialist revolution, but
they retained quirks and sect-badges from
their pasts as symbols of what they thought
to be leftism. Certainly they remembered
their opposition to European unity.
And they remembered the hatred of Israel
and “Zionists” which they learned as members of the SWP or Stalinist groups, or less-directly from working in a movement whose
ideas on “Zionism” were dominated by the
“common sense” view of the far left on the
question. The mid-1980s were the era when
many students thought it “left-wing” to ban
campus Jewish Societies.
Corbyn makes matters worse by going
along part-way with this current. He has
called Hamas “friends” and for a while defended a clearly antisemitic mural in London’s East End.
And then we have Corbyn’s misleadership
on the EU. Party members and voters would
welcome a second vote. The majority, rightly,
wants a Party that fights against Brexit and
for Remain. If we don’t get that, or worse, if
Labour positively helps May to deliver Brexit,
then Corbyn’s movement risks demoralisation, confusion and even dispersal.
Corbyn’s mistakes on the questions of Europe and antisemitism are not isolated. They
are connected. These ideas come from a coherent world view, consistently held and
propagated by some of Corbyn’s closest advisers, the hard-line Stalinists Seamus Milne
and Andrew Murray.
Central to their beliefs is the idea that any
damage to the West and Western capitalism
is positive for us, the left. The European bloc
should be broken up. The opponents of the
US and its allies should be supported no matter who they are or what the issue is in conflict between them and the US. The Stalinist
world-view incorporates the attitudes to Israel generated from Soviet foreign policy and
decades of official antisemitic campaigning in
Eastern Europe.
It is a perverse fact that Corbyn’s victory
has also led to the revival of a strain of Stalinism which is now influencing and misleading some of the newer, younger disciples of
Corbyn.
We must sound the alarm and to offer an
alternative. Socialism is international and
rooted in working-class self-activity. It is the
opposite of the politics of pandering to nationalism, evasion and manipulation we currently see in the Labour leadership’s
pro-Brexit policy.
Join us in the fight for internationalism
and working-class socialism!
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Brexit: new public
vote should decide!
From front page
Any of those options, but conditional on a
new referendum to accept the favoured option or go for Remain?
The Tory back benches rebelling, forcing
May out of office, precipitating an early general election?
As Solidarity goes to press on 9 April, all
those are possible. Indeed, possible within
the next few days.
Remember, too, that “no deal” doesn’t actually mean “no deal”. Even the most rightwing Tory MP does not believe that Britain
can build a wall in the English Channel and
then live behind that wall without negotiations, deals, arrangements, treaties with the
rest of the world.
It means a flurry of ad hoc formulas to
keep planes flying and basic supplies moving. Backstopped by a set of rules (the WTO)
every bit as capitalist as the EU but more
opaque and less reformable. Followed by a
frantic scurry to get new deals in the worst
conditions.
One thing not in the kaleidoscope of options is the “Lexit” (left-wing Brexit) once
favoured by some. The left-wingers who still
back Brexit are reduced either to backing the
Tory hard-right’s option (“no deal”) or to
urging Labour’s leaders to try harder to get
a common agreement with the Tories!
Two things are clear.
Those who campaigned for Brexit and
have tried to push it through didn’t know
what it meant and have no formula for doing
it other than maybe one which most of them
think to be bad but tolerable just because it
will get Brexit “over the line”.
And going “over the line” means losing:
• rights to free movement;
• rights to live with citizen status across the
EU;
• openings to work with labour movements across the EU for social levelling-up
and democratic control of the economic inte-

gration across borders which (whatever the
Tory hard-right say) has been a necessary fact
of life for many decades;
• and the “invisibility” of the border in Ireland.
The argument that “Britain voted in June
2016, and that’s that” falls down on many
grounds.
Voted for what? Nearly three years on, the
leaders of the Leave campaign, and the Tory
leaders who said they would implement the
June 2016 decision in a “strong and stable”
way, still don’t know.
Their impasse shows us that the June 2016
vote resolved nothing.
In any case, the bedrock of democracy is
the right of the minority to debate and to seek
to become a majority.

EXCLUDED

And the June 2016 vote excluded many of
those most concerned.
It excluded EU migrants settled in Britain,
although they are on electoral registers and
vote in local and Euro-elections.
It excluded 16 and 17 year olds, although
they had been able to vote in the Scottish independence referendum.
Migrants living in Britain are part of the society and should have the right to vote, not
only in a new referendum on Europe, but in
all elections.
The Tory government should be pushed
out. We should force an early general election.
Labour should call a special conference to
resolve its line on Brexit. 80% or more of
Labour members and Labour voters are for
Remain.
Either by forcing the Tory government to
call it, or by a newly-elected Labour government organising it, we should have a new
public vote which allows the pro-Remain majority to express its will.
Build unions, not borders! Bring down
borders! Workers’ unity!
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A bridge to the far right
By Steve Michaels
The “Full Brexit” project describes itself
as a network of “activists, academics,
journalists and policy experts, all on the
broad political left” dedicated to “seizing
the historic opportunity Brexit offers for
restoring popular sovereignty, repairing
democracy, and renewing our economy”.
Its list of founding signatures includes Paul
Embery (of the Arron Banks-funded Trade
Unionists Against the EU group who recently
spoke at Nigel Farage’s Brexit rally) and
Maurice Glasman (of Blue Labour, slogan
“Faith, Family and Flag”).
On 25 March these policy experts organised a meeting that was addressed by Eddie
Dempsey (alongside Costas Lapavitsas,
Grace Blakeley and others).
Dempsey said”whatever you think of people that turn up for those Tommy Robinson
demos or any other march like that – the one
thing that unites those people, whatever
other bigotry is going on, is their hatred of
the liberal left and they are right to hate
them”. He also remarked that “too many in
the Labour Party have made a calculation
that there’s a certain section at the top end of
the working class, in alliance with people,
they calculate, from ethnic minorities and liberals, that’s enough to get them into power.”
After the meeting he accused a critic of having “pockets full of Soros money”.
These remarks drew criticism from socialists.
The Full Brexit has published a response to
these criticisms, angrily protesting that while
Dempsey expressed himself “clumsily”, his
“anti-racist activism” proves that it’s unfair
to accuse him of being on the far right.
When Dempsey says that attendees at EDL
rallies are “right to hate” the “liberal left”, the
Full Brexit writers say, he’s right: “many
workers hate the liberal left”. When he says
that the Labour Party has organised a betrayal of working-class voters “in alliance
with people from ethnic minorities and liberals”, that’s not Dempsey repeating a far-right
narrative, it’s just a fact.
No further argument is offered. The Full
Brexit move on, leaving the reader wonder-

ing how they fail to see the problem with
these statements.
When Dempsey and the Full Brexit endorse the far right’s hatred of the “liberal
left”, who do they mean? Helpfully, they explain who “the liberal left” are according to
the Full Brexit, further down the page:
“Brexit has made it clear that the Left is divided between its liberal and socialist wings.
The former is associated with a variety of
anti-Brexit positions, including ‘remain and
reform’, while the latter defends the vote for
Brexit and criticises the EU as undemocratic.”
So according to our policy experts, the core
of the “socialist left” is those who now back
the Tory hard-right’s option (“no deal”: no
“Lexiter” Labour MP has put down a “Lexit”
option for the “indicative votes” in the Commons). The “liberal left”, which is squeamish
about workers’ involvement in politics, and
whom the English Defence League (and assorted other Robinson fans) are absolutely
right to hate, includes not only revolutionary
socialists like us around Solidarity, but also:
• an overwhelming majority of Labour
Party members (who voted Remain and continue to oppose Brexit)
• a majority of Momentum members (who
voted in an online consultation to back a second referendum)
• the leaderships of the GMB and Unison
(both unions calling for a second referendum)
• the Unite West Midlands Automotive
Sector Committee (which was one of several
Sector Committees to call for a second referendum in 2018)
• almost all sitting Black Labour MPs
• and Unison’s Black members, whose
2019 conference resolved to “seek a reversal
of the Labour Party’s opposition to the free
movement of people, and to call on the
Labour Party to use every opportunity to defeat the Government, as this would force a
general election and stop Brexit.”
Unfair? It feels unfair to take the Full Brexit
writers’ words seriously. But this is the argument they are making. If it sounds similar to
a far-right argument, that’s surely not their
fault.
The Full Brexit writers seem keen to frame
Brexit as a working-class revolt – against both

“Rootless cosmopolitans?”
By Sacha Ismail
The Fire Brigades Union has asked its
London region national executive member (and “Full Brexit” statement signatory) Paul Embery to suspend his social
media activity and meet the committee
to discuss the matter further.
He had tweeted contrasting “a rootless,
cosmopolitan, bohemian middle class” to a
“rooted, communitarian, patriotic working
class”.
Embery has previously tweeted that support for free movement betrays the “traditional working class” and spoken at a
pro-Brexit demonstration organised by

Nigel Farage, with a far-right audience.
We don’t know what’s going on in Embery’s head, or much about his wider views
on antisemitism. But his claims that “rootless” and “cosmopolitan” are “everyday adjectives” (another tweet) and that he didn’t
know the history of the phrase (used as a
synonym for “Jew” by Stalin in his antisemitic “anti-Zionist” drive after 1949) are
implausible.
In any case, talk about “rootless,
cosmpolitan” forces opposed to the
“rooted... patriotic working class” plays
both to the Stalinist-influenced proBrexit left and to elements of the far
right.

the EU and the stifling politically-correct
regime of the “liberal left” as defined above.
But is that what Brexit was? In their book
Rule Britannia, Danny Dorling and Sally Tomlinson point out:
“Most people who voted Leave – by absolute numbers – lived in southern England.
Furthermore, of all those who voted Leave,
59 per cent were middle class (often labelled
as A, B or C1), and only 41 per cent were
working class (labelled as C2, D or E). The
proportion of Leave voters who were of the
lowest two social classes (D and E) was just
24 per cent. One of us published these statistics not long after the vote, in the British Medical Journal, but that did little to quell the
middle-class clamour to try to ‘blame the
working class’.”
The Full Brexit take that “middle class
clamour” to “blame the working class” and
invert it. They take an expression of British
nationalism, imperial nostalgia and hostility
to immigration and absurdly slap some
working-class credentials on it.

FREE MOVEMENT

In a similar vein, another Full Brexit platform speaker, Paul Embery, raged on Twitter about Labour’s failure to come out
strongly enough against freedom of
movement: “Labour comes out in favour
of keeping free movement — an utter betrayal of traditional working-class people,
the majority of whom oppose it and voted
to end it in the referendum.”
But a November 2018 Survation poll of
20,000 people found a strong majority of all
respondents in favour of a deal whereby “UK
and EU citizens who wished to do so, could
live and work in each other’s countries” – in
other words, free movement. Those earning
less than £20,000 a year backed free movement 58% to 20%. The only demographic to
oppose free movement, it turned out, were
UKIP voters.
Elsewhere in their letter, the Full Brexit
writers describe themselves as in favour of
“popular sovereignty” to be extended to “all
working people, regardless of their ethnic,
sexual or other characteristics.”
But is their vision of Brexit about
sovereignty for “working people”? Or for nations? Or just for Westminster? In a “Proposal” addressing the Irish border question,
policy expert Christopher Bickerton (the first
name listed among the supporters of the Full
Brexit) writes a truly eye-popping paragraph:
“The potential threat of violence by tiny organisations, which represent a very small
part of the Nationalist population in Northern Ireland, is being exploited to frustrate a
decision made by the majority of the UK population as a whole. Behind the intransigence
of Michel Barnier and Leo Varadkar we find
potential threats from diehard republican
grouplets, effectively recruited as the armed
wing of the European Union.
“In London, we find a British political class
that has been willing to send its armies on
bloody adventures in Iraq and Afghanistan,
but is unwilling to face down even the slightest hint of violence closer to home to ensure
that a democratic decision over the constitutional future of the UK can be implemented.”

In a short space of time we have gone from
Brexit being a working-class revolt to railing
against the treachery of a liberal elite who
refuse to impose direct rule on Northern Ireland and go to war (against armed Republican groups who, TFB says, are really not Irish
nationalists at all but proxy forces for the European Union).
A hard border is overwhelmingly unpopular with the people of Northern Ireland as a
whole, and nationalist border communities
in particular, who are no strangers to London’s troops or imperial arrogance. What do
supporters of the Full Brexit make of those
border communities? Are they the liberal left
whom the EDL are right to hate? Should the
British Army raid their homes to make sure
they’re not sheltering EU gunmen?
Like the “Lexit” blowhards of the Morning
Star or the facebook page Red London (all
noisy defenders of Dempsey) its political
method relies on bluster, innuendo and misdirection. The great bulk of labour movement
activists are painted up, in language borrowed from the far right, as the metropolitan
elite.
The hatred of Tommy Robinson’s fans for
ethnic minorities, the left and the labour
movement is transformed into righteous
working-class socialism. Middle-class leave
voters in the Home Counties become proletarian internationalists. A concern for “popular sovereignty”, if you examine it closely
enough, turns out to be a belief in the divine
right of Westminster to override the wishes
of Northern Irish border communities –
backed up with armed force.
Is Dempsey a Robinson sympathiser, in his
heart of hearts? Is Christopher Bickerton
about to join the Paras to wage democratic
people’s war on traitorous Catholics? Let’s
assume not. What matters politically is that,
through conscious design or political confusion, they are reproducing the propaganda of
the radical right, varnished with a thin sheen
of left verbiage. At best they are rationalising
the fear of opportunists in the face of rising
reaction.
At worst, the Full Brexit is building a
bridge from the left to the far right.
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Full Brexit: “Transforming Britain”
By George Hoare, Peter Ramsay,
Lee Jones, Anshu Srivastava and
Danny Nicol
A response to criticisms of our recent
London event from some on the left, and
an invitation to further debate
The Full Brexit co-organised the Transforming Britain After Brexit tour because we
wanted to open up a space for discussion,
within and beyond the Left, over Brexit and
the nature of the European Union. In March
we held events in Coventry, Manchester, Liverpool, and London, with an event in
Durham to come next month and hopefully
more dates in cities across the UK after that.
We believe that the EU is undemocratic in
its structure and that it has a profoundly negative effect on the democratic politics of
member states. We also believe that the EU is
not reformable and so argue for a “Full
Brexit” as a necessary (though not sufficient)
condition for democratic and economic renewal.
The London event (on Monday 25 March)
was a full house, with a lively and robust discussion from the floor over the current way
forward for the Left. RMT activist Eddie
Dempsey, a speaker on the night who also
spoke at our Manchester event, has subsequently received criticism from some for his
remarks. Eddie stated that “whatever you
think of people that turn up for those Tommy
Robinson demos or any other march like that
– the one thing that unites those people,
whatever other bigotry is going on, is their
hatred of the liberal left and they are right to
hate them”. He also remarked that “too many
in the Labour Party have made a calculation
that there’s a certain section at the top end of
the working class, in alliance with people,
they calculate, from ethnic minorities and liberals, that’s enough to get them into power.”

STREETS

The charge that Eddie is somehow “farright”, “racist”, or a “Tommy Robinson
apologist” is absurd and unconvincing.
Eddie has frequently put his body on the
line to fight fascists on the streets and has, for
example, supported Black Lives Matter rallies, a fact which his denouncers cynically ignore.
Eddie is right to say that many workers
hate the liberal Left; academic research in
many deindustrialised communities — including that profiled here on The Full Brexit
— has clearly demonstrated this. Eddie is
also right that they have good reason to do
so: their sense of abandonment and betrayal,
particularly by the Labour party, is firmly
rooted in reality. Eddie is also correct to identify the Labour party’s shift away from a
class-based politics; again, this is widely
noted in the academic literature, not just in
Britain but across Western social democracies;[1] indeed, it has been actively encouraged by many left-wing intellectuals.[2] This
point may have been somewhat clumsily expressed (though in fact Eddie was paraphrasing a Labour MP). Nonetheless, to claim —
as Clive Lewis MP has done – that Eddie said
that “black people [are] being used as pawns

to subvert the (white) working class” – is
clearly disingenuous. With deliberate bad
faith, it wilfully infers racist intent – the inference that the working class and ethnic minorities do not overlap – from a single
sentence, totally ignoring Eddie’s wider antiracist activism and his other statements that
make absolutely clear that he does not consider the working class to be exclusively
white.[3]
Beyond the personal accusations,[4] the
wider response — from people like Paul
Mason — to Eddie’s political claims about
the situation of the liberal Left and its relation
to the far right is more interesting, and more
troubling, for those of us committed to a
transformative political project of the Left. It
reveals a deep fissure within the Left over the
EU.
Brexit has made it clear that the Left is divided between its liberal and socialist wings.
The former is associated with a variety of
anti-Brexit positions, including “remain and
reform”, while the latter defends the vote for
Brexit and criticises the EU as undemocratic.
In broad terms, the liberal Left frame politics
as a way to help the worst-off in a society
deeply damaged by austerity, whilst remaining within the framework of the capitalist
economic system. The liberal Left has a deep
ambivalence towards the role of the working
class in politics. Fundamentally, it sees the
working class as an object of charity, radical
or otherwise; it gets nervous when the working class becomes a subject of politics, making demands and exercising agency in its
own right. This anxiety is exposed via the
telling exaggeration of a numerically tiny, farright threat, leading to demands to cancel
Brexit (which, ironically, is the only way to revive the UKIP vote, which was hollowed out
after the referendum).
By contrast, the socialist Left does not fear
the empowerment of the working class; it is
the entire purpose of their politics. The socialist Left understands politics not as a means
to dispense charity to the poor, but as a struggle to extend democracy, ultimately from the
political to the economic sphere. This demand for democracy is based on a long tradition of working-class calls for the extension
of popular sovereignty. This extends to all
working people, regardless of their ethnic,
sexual or other characteristics.
This distinction helps us to understand
why the debate over the EU has taken such a
moralised form, where rational debate is ren-

dered difficult, and vituperative denunciations abound. Much of the liberal Left has
“sacralised” the EU, turning it into a sacred
object. It is seen as the “heart of a heartless
world”, as Marx and Engels once referred to
organised religion; as the only institution capable of mitigating the plight of the poor and
marginalised. The liberal Left’s fear is that,
absent EU regulations, a “race to the bottom”
will ensue, with the Right in charge and the
far-right emboldened, a disaster for the
working class and especially ethnic minorities.
Entirely missing from this sacralised view
of the EU is any true reckoning with the EU’s
actual role in advancing neoliberal capitalism
and degrading workers’ rights, which were
primarily won through domestic struggles.
Also absent is any mention of the EU’s diabolical — and effectively racist — role in the
migrant crisis, including the establishment of
concentration camps around Europe’s borders and in North Africa. And missing above
all else is any sense of the working class’s
own political agency. Workers are rendered
passive objects of state control, mere victims
of a fantasised, already defeated deregulatory policy and prospective dupes of the farright.

PIVOT

The notion that the working class could
be mobilised to turn Brexit into a pivot of
progressive social transformation is completely absent from the liberal Left’s thinking.
This becomes a self-fulfilling fallacy, as the
liberal Left refuses to lead such a transformation, instead denouncing Brexit, recoiling
from the working class’s hunger for fundamental change, and rushing to smear their
representatives as racists.
The most urgent task for the Left is to overcome this distorted view of the EU and the
working class, and to focus clearly on the political and economic situation that we face.
The Left gains nothing from baseless criticism of individuals. Instead, we need a productive debate over the nature of the EU and
the true meaning of democratic socialism and
internationalism. Despite notable exceptions,
there have been too few events of this sort organised on the Left. Therefore, we invite Paul
Mason, Clive Lewis, and Michael Chessum
to debate with The Full Brexit on the Left, the
EU, and the nature of the far right.
At present, the British Left is demoralised

and divided — and its current course will
only deepen that demoralisation and further
those divisions.
There is a real risk that the window of opportunity opened by Brexit — for democratic
renewal and a genuinely transformative economic programme of public ownership and
workers’ democracy — is closing.
We cannot afford to let that happen.
[1] For example: “by the late 1990s, the
main parties [in Britain] were pitching far
more to middle-class liberals, there seemingly being few incentives to speak directly
to the working class… They drifted to the
centre, which Blair and Clinton called the
Third Way and Germans called the ‘New
Centre’, while also pitching more directly to
identity politics.” Roger Eatwell and
Matthew Goodwin, National Populism: The
Revolt Against Liberal Democracy (London:
Penguin 2018), p. 254. See also Geoffrey
Evans and James Tilley, The New Politics of
Class: The Political Exclusion of the British Working Class (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2017)
[2] The foundational text here is Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic
Politics (London: Verso, 1985) [pdf link]. In
the preface to their second edition (2001), the
authors note that “Most of what has happened since then has closely followed the
pattern suggested in our book” (p. vii). They
add: “It is true that the evolution of the parties of the Left has been such that they have
become concerned mainly with the middle
classes, to the detriment of the workers” (p.
xviii), though they disclaim their role in this.
[3] In an interview with Dubliners Now,
filmed before the attacks on him, Eddie
Dempsey stated: “The working class isn’t just
white. It isn’t just people like you and me...
The problem is that because political discourse on the left in general is so dominated
by really liberal ideas of individual concepts
of identity... when you do talk about class,
people immediately think you’re talking
about ‘the white working class’ or some kind
of native -- and the working class has never
been like that... The part of London I’m from,
where I grew up, has never, ever been like
that, ever. Don’t matter what part of history
you look back, it’s always been very, very
mixed.”
[4] For a detailed response to the accusations, see the Red Resurgence blog.
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“Inability to recognise antisemitism”
jority of Jewish people, in Britain say, feel a
strong emotional, personal, familial bond to
Israel — even before you get onto their political views — places them under suspicion.

Dave Rich spoke to Solidarity
Look at the sheer weight of the examples
of antisemitic attitudes, Facebook posts,
and behaviour across so many different
levels of the party and so many different
parts of the country.
There are hundreds and hundreds of examples. Anyone who says there is no evidence
either hasn’t looked or is deliberately closing
their eyes.
We’ve also seen that the party structure, the
party machine and the party leadership, have
not dealt with these cases properly — firstly,
not really recognising that there was a problem, and more recently we’ve seen evidence
of the obstruction of disciplinary processes.
Speak to Jewish party members. Look at
their personal experiences, and the number
who have left because of experiences that
happened to them because they are Jewish.
Put all that together, and it’s a compelling
case.
We’ve argued for a focus on debate and
education — which is not the same as
“training”. But many talk about it only in
terms of how many expulsions there
should be.
It’s necessary to have the disciplinary process working properly, but that can’t really
address the culture behind the antisemitism.
That definitely needs political education.
And it’s not like health-and-safety training,
or something.
The party, having promised that they
would have a whole program of education,
haven’t done it, and they’ve obstructed the
Jewish Labour Movement’s attempts to have
education or training or whatever they call it.
At the heart of it is a pattern of attitudes in
how too many people on the left and in the
Labour Party relate to Jews, antisemitism, Israel, and the Holocaust
You’ve commented on it being a problem
that many people see modern anti-

The most prominent leaders of the drive
to define away antisemitism in the Labour
Party are Jewish Labour Party members
who are very vocal about defining themselves as Jewish.
That’s a very old Jewish politics. It’s a family argument, really. There is a small number
of Jewish anti-Zionists who are very vocal in
promoting their opposition to Israel — often
not only to what it does, but to its existence.
Importantly, their politics incorporates opposition to the mainstream of the Jewish community as well as to Israel.
They turn to the broader left to get an audience and support, and they hitch part of the
left onto their anti-Zionist wagon.
Once you have people in the Labour Party
viewing this tiny and very vocal group of
Jewish anti-Zionists as, if not representative
of the Jewish community, then certainly representing a view that can be incorporated
into engagement into the Jewish community,
then you have problems.
Dave Rich is the author of The Left’s Jewish
Problem: Jeremy Corbyn, Israel and
Antisemitism. He explained to Martin Thomas
from Solidarity why he sees antisemitism in
the Labour Party as a real problem.
semitism only in terms of traditional models of racism.
A lot of people on the left, when they think
about racism, think about structural racism
and discrimination and exclusion which restrict people’s access to education, housing,
income, employment, health.
Post-war, that concern has been focused on
minorities from former British colonies who
have come to Britain. Antisemitism operates
in different ways.
Modern antisemitism does not operate by
excluding Jewish people from areas of society. It operates through conspiracy theories,
through myths, through scapegoating,
through the demonic image of the all-powerful Jew, or nowadays, often, of the all-powerful Zionist.
Part of that is the homogenising of Jews
into a stereotype as being white and wealthy
and powerful, and, globally, of Israel being
part of the American-led western power
structure.
So on the left you often get, at best, an inability to see antisemitism as what it is, or to
see Jewish people as they are.
It is very rare to find Jews included in
BAME structures on the left. Jews are not
thought of as an ethnic minority. And yet a
lot of Jewish people consider their Jewishness
to be an ethnicity, especially those Jewish
people who are not religious believers.
The inability to recognise and understand
antisemitism as it actually operates, unless it
comes packaged as fascism, is connected to
an inability to understand Jewish people as
they actually are.
But isn’t it true that Israel is a very close
ally of the USA, and has been since 1967?
It is. But you get an interpretation of world
events which sees everything bad as down to
western imperialism, and then supporters of
Israel as supporters of that global network of
power and oppression and racism.
Then the fact that the overwhelming ma-

Those Jewish Labour Party members
have the right to criticise the “community
leaders”, don’t they?
Those Jewish anti-Zionists don’t just tell
the left that they’re right and the others in the
Jewish community are wrong. They tell the
left that the mainstream mass of the Jewish
community are not just wrong, but liars, deliberately making up allegations of antisemitism to stop socialism and to stop
criticisms of Israel; and they are racist liars,
because they are Zionists.
It’s another form of the conspiracy theory.
As we see it, the vehicle for a lot of the antisemitism in the Labour Party today is the
return of people who were formed politically in the 1980s and have been largely
out of activity since then. Younger Labour
supporters tend to have a different attitude on antisemitism, but most of them
are not organised.
Yes. A lot of the ideas and attitudes we see
today are being recycled from the 1980s. Ken
Livingstone got suspended from the Labour
Party in 2016, and he said nothing that he
hadn’t said in 1982.
We’re seeing a difference between the attitudes of those older returnees and younger,
idealistic members who’ve joined up under
Jeremy Corbyn. There is something of a generational divide in attitudes.
If the Labour Party leadership asked your
advice on this issue, what would you advise?
A year ago the Board of Deputies of British
Jews and the Jewish Leadership Council
wrote to the Labour Party with six suggestions. Eventually the Labour Party adopted
the IHRA definition, under extreme duress,
but essentially the party has done none of
them.
We’re not just talking about changing processes, but changing a political culture, but
there is still no recognition by the leadership
of the Labour Party that they have any problem at all of an antisemitic political culture.
All we hear is: it’s just 0.1% of the membership, and we’ll discipline them and throw
them out.

How would you advise ordinary members
of the Labour Party to proceed?
Educate yourself about contemporary antisemitism, about the tropes and the imagery.
There’s plenty of material out there.
When you’re educated, bring that into
your political arguments when these issues
come up. Speak up. Make the arguments.
The antisemitic culture is often connected
to a bullying culture in terms of how debates
are directed and dominated. People in CLPs
need to find a way of addressing that.
We’re seeking to organise more activity in
Britain in solidarity with movements like
Standing Together in Israel, a joint Jewish-Arab campaign which takes up social
and democratic issues within Israel and
Palestinian rights. We want to show that
the best solidarity with Palestinian rights
goes together with combatting antisemitism.
There’s absolutely no reason why campaigning for Palestinian rights should go
along with antisemitism. There are lots of
people who campaign for Palestinian rights
without being antisemitic or encouraging antisemitism.
But a lot of the antisemitism we are seeing
in the Labour Party today is not flowing out
of arguments over Israel-Palestine: it’s quite
old-fashioned antisemitism, just repackaged
— conspiracy theories, stuff about the Rothschilds, stuff about Mossad controlling ISIS,
way-out stuff taken from far-right websites.
And quite often the antisemitism starts
with Jewish people being challenged to condemn what Israel does or is accused of doing
before you can even discuss antisemitism.
Jewish people may have feelings about Israel. They may not. They may have opinions
about Israel. They may not. It shouldn’t be
obligatory for Jewish people to have a position on Israel, any more than they should be
obliged to have a position on any other foreign-policy issue.
But if you want to build a program of education around Israel-Palestine, there’s an organisation called Solutions Not Sides, which
brings young Israelis and Palestinians to
Britain and takes them to schools and synagogues and mosques and so on.
It uses that to break down a lot of
stereotypes on both sides and encourage
interested audiences in Britain to humanise their own impression of people on the
two “sides” when they address the conflict.
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Migrants: here to stay, here to vote
By Rosalind Robson
As we go to press on 9 April, Labour is
continuing talks with the government on
a Brexit formula.
As the customs union which Labour is asking for will not fly with many Tories, the talks
may break down. But they are proceeding on
the basis of Tory-Labour agreement on ending free movement between the EU and the
UK.
This is a disastrous move on Labour′s part.
Despite Jeremy Corbyn’s support as a backbencher for campaigns defending refugees
and migrants, since November 2016 Labour
has accepted the end of EU freedom of movement. As on other aspects of the Brexit process Labour has failed to be guided by issues
of principle, preferring to make all politics
contingent on parliamentary calculationss.
Keir Starmer′s concession that “alignment
with the single market” could mean accepting some elements of free movement has
been the best we’ve got recently.
Why is freedom of movement an issue of
principle? Because no socialist can back away
from support for it without breaking from
class politics or making themselves responsible for a further rise in racism and social intolerance.
The working class is a global class.
Refugees and migrant workers are our sisters
and brothers, and we should unite with them
against the bosses and plutocrats, who are
also a global class and are hostile to us. Work-

ers, both British born and migrant, should
unite to benefit from the mass migration
which is a by-product of capitalist globalisation, and stop bosses using it to undercut
conditions and super-exploit vulnerable migrant workers.
But we cannot unite with workers across
borders while simultaneously working to
limit or stop migration. Our basic duty is to
defend freedom of movement where it exists
and fight to extend it. The three million EU
citizens currently resident in the UK are able
to apply for settled status, but will feel increasingly insecure as new borders between
the EU and the UK are put in place.
The Immigration Bill currently going
through Parliament gives the Tory government open-ended powers to exclude EU citizens, and the Tories have indicated that their
plan is to exclude new entrants to the UK
from the EU unless they have an over-£30,000
job in advance or come for a specific job only
for twelve months (and then can reapply
only after a further 12 months).
Only after some pressure did Labour vote
against the Bill rather than abstaining.
Unless Brexit is stopped completely, this
may be only the beginning of the creation of
a very unfriendly environment for migrants
who come to work in the UK. And who pay
out more in taxes than they receive in state
benefits! Labour’s current stance indicates
that if it returns to office it will accept all the
restrictions the Tories will have put in place.
Such institutional change and political

shifts will feed the growth of racism and social intolerance.
In 2017/18, there were 94,098 hate crime offences recorded by the police in England and
Wales, an increase of 17% compared with the
previous year. As the 2019 Hope not Hate
“State of Hate” report shows, attitudes to immigration are deteriorating. At the same time
anti-Muslim prejudice has risen. 49% of Conservative voters thing that Islam is incompatible with the ″British way of life″.
To stop the new wave of immigration control and anti-migrant attacks, Labour needs
to campaign forcefully against Brexit, including through a second referendum. It needs to
rearm politically so it can convince workingclass voters on how Labour will protect jobs
and services and how Tory (and, indeed,

New Labour) policies, including, increasingly the fall-out from Brexit, not immigration and immigrants, have driven social
decay.
Nationalism, xenophobia, and racism have
social roots that have to be understood. But
they must also be confronted as such. Shamefully right-wingers, Blue Labourites, Stalinists in the labour movement pander to these
attitudes. The politics of national identity is
anathema to class politics. Our alternative is
solidarity with refugees and migrants.
Migrant workers and refugees coming
to Britain are part of our class, not our enemies.
• The Labour Campaign for Free Movement
is pushing for the right to vote for migrants:
bit.ly/lcfm-luv

The Bolsheviks: mistakes and limits
By Martin Thomas

Barry Finger’s review (Solidarity 497) of In
Defence of Bolshevism quotes approvingly Max Shachtman’s statement, in
Shachtman’s 1943 article on “The Mistakes of the Bolsheviks”, that “we must...
defend Bolshevism”.
In its last sentence, though, it declares:
“The Bolsheviks themselves – Lenin, Trotsky,
Bukharin — nevertheless ‘took the theoretical
lead’, in Hal Draper’s words, ‘in gutting socialism of its organic enrootment in the mass
of the people’ paving the ‘juridical’ framework for the counter-revolution in class
power.”
This has some truth to this, but only within
limits, and it is important to investigate the
limits.
Think about the Bolsheviks’ navigation in
the early 1920s as they saw it, groping forwards from the civil war, and not as we see
it, looking back from the completed rise and
debacle of Stalinism.
The Bolsheviks navigated, as everyone
must, only with the guidance which they
could get by learning from history.
Their two great historical reference-points
were the French Revolution of 1789-1794 and
the Paris Commune in 1871.
Revolutionary France was at war with a
conservative coalition of European states
from April 1792. The winding-back from the
radical Jacobin period of the revolution —
Thermidor — started with the victory at Fleurus in June 1794, which turned the tide of that
phase of the war.
In July 1794, taking advantage of the relaxation of tension which followed Fleurus, Ja-

cobins opposed to Robespierre overthrew
him. At first it looked like an adjustment between Jacobin factions. Within weeks, White
Terror was widespread. And from then the
revolution wound backwards to the Bourbon
restoration in 1814.
Even the Bourbons were unable to reverse
many of the social and economic measures of
the revolution. But they were able to restore
the old monarchy to power. They were able
to do so mostly because the human basis of
the revolution, the “revolutionary people”,
had been slackened and reduced by weariness.
The Bolsheviks feared that their victory in
the civil war in early 1921 would produce a
similar Thermidor.
The overthrow of the Bolsheviks by the
new discontent which emerged as people
sought an easing-off would not mean a mere
going-into-opposition, but full-scale counterrevolution and slaughter on the scale that the
Bolsheviks had already seen in Finland and
Hungary.
Unlike in France, a Russian “Thermidor”
would leave no gains intact, other than part
of the land redistributions: the capitalists
who had gone into exile with the civil war
would return in full strength and with a
heavy hand.
The defeat of the Paris Commune in May
1871 had been followed by the collapse of the
First International and a retreat of European
labour movements for many years.
So a Thermidor in Russia looked likely to
lead to the collapse of the still-nascent, stillramshackle network of new Communist Parties across Europe and the world, and a
collapse of political confidence among work-

ers worldwide.
The Bolsheviks estimated (and plausibly)
that failing to “hold on” would lead to the
massacre and demoralisation of the revolutionary workers in Russia (not only themselves) and the closing-off of the prospect of
new workers’ revolutions in more advanced
countries which would help Russia regain
the economic basis for a functional workers’
democracy.
The Bolsheviks had been educated in the
values of democracy, and had risked their
lives in the fight for those values, probably
much more than socialists today in countries
like Britain who take extensive bourgeois
democracy as a “given”. But democracy is, as
often said, an activity, not a set of formalities:
they sought the least-bad ways they could
see to revive and expand that activity.
Shachtman is right that the Bolsheviks suggested too much and too often that the emergency regime in Russia was something like a
norm. Those suggestions were progressively
congealed into reactionary doctrine under
“Bolshevisation” and then under Stalinism.
We should also take into account the counterpoint in the Bolsheviks’ explanations, their
awareness of aberrations.
This is Lenin at his last Comintern
congress, in November 1922, shortly before
his second stroke.
“In 1917, after we seized power, the government officials sabotaged us. This frightened us very much and we pleaded: ‘Please
come back’. They all came back, but that was
our misfortune.
“We now have a vast army of government
employees, but lack sufficiently educated
forces to exercise real control over them...

Often... government employees have arbitrary control and they often exercise it in such
a way as to counteract our measures...
“It will take many years of hard work to
improve the machinery, to remodel it, and to
enlist new forces... A few hundred thousand
young people are studying; they are studying
too fast perhaps, but at all events, a start has
been made, and I think this work will bear
fruit...”
In 1923 Trotsky developed an eloquent but
limited argument for the restoration of democratic life, in The New Course.
As he came to understand that the exBolshevik (Stalinist) “educated forces”
were after all “controlling” the “vast army”
of officials, but controlling it in such a way
as to generate a new social system ruled
by an unaccountable bureaucracy, he expanded and redeveloped that case for
workers’ democracy.
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Where we
stand
Today one class, the working
class, lives by selling its labour
power to another, the capitalist
class, which owns the means of
production.
The capitalists’ control over the
economy and their relentless drive
to increase their wealth causes
poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork,
imperialism, the destruction of the
environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth
and power of the capitalists, the
working class must unite to
struggle against capitalist power
in the workplace and in wider
society.
The Alliance for Workers’
Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry
and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than
the present system, with elected
representatives recallable at any
time and an end to bureaucrats’
and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and
the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the
bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions,
and Labour organisations;
among students; in local
campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we
stand for:
• Independent working-class
representation in politics.
• A workers’ government,
based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade
union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to
take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund
decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that
fights all forms of oppression. Full
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provision to free women from
domestic labour. For reproductive
justice: free abortion on demand;
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everywhere have more in
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social organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations,
against imperialists and predators
big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action,
and openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please
take some copies of Solidarity
to sell — and join us!
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Call for Euro-elections
Labour for a Socialist
Europe has put out this call
for the May Euro-elections.
As Labour members and trade
unionists, we urge the party to
champion UK participation in the
European elections in May.
The long delay necessary to
tackle the issues surrounding Brexit
necessitates taking part. The labour
movement and left should embrace
that as an opportunity to promote
socialist politics in Britain and
across Europe.
Labour must conduct a compelling left-wing campaign calling
for radical transformation of Britain
and the EU. We can offer voters an
opportunity to challenge both the
Brexit process and their social and
economic situation.
Across most of the EU, the far
right are the main challengers to a
discredited neoliberal establishment. To confront and defeat the
right, often funded by international
dark money and disaster capitalists, the left must take the offensive

against that establishment.
It would make a huge difference
if our Labour Party, with half a million members, championed a
strong anti-austerity, pro-worker,
pro-migrant, pro-democracy voice
in these elections. It could be a
game-changer for both the UK and
the EU. Socialist politics must be
advanced by international solidarity, not disempowering isolationism.
We want MEPs who, rather than
seeing themselves as professional
politicians, use their voices, from
the platform of the European Parliament and outside, to popularise
socialist policies and support and
help organise workers’, migrants’
and other social struggles – locally,
nationally and internationally.
We need a searching debate in
our movement about the policies
we need. This could include campaigning for:
An end to austerity; levelling up
and expansion of health, education
and other social provision across
the EU, extending universal rights
and promoting redistribution.

An EU-wide “Green New Deal”
based on democratic public ownership of energy, transport, aviation
and other vital industries, allowing
an emergency transition plan to
meet climate targets that is also economically just.
An end to “Fortress Europe”: robust defence of free movement
within the EU combined with a European migration policy that welcomes instead of brutally seeking
to exclude migrants from outside.
Rights to work, access services and
vote for all migrants.
Abolition of anti-worker laws
and regulations, levelling up and
strengthening of workers’ rights,
including a strong right to strike, a
real living wage and banning precarious contracts, across the EU.
A coordinated crackdown on tax
avoidance and evasion, harmonisation of corporation tax across the
EU, increased taxes on the rich and
corporations.
Radical expansion of public ownership and investment, while forcefully challenging EU restrictions.
Democratic public ownership of

the banking and financial sector, organised internationally, to allow
economic reorganisation, reversal
of austerity, and social and ecological regeneration.
Replacement of tariff, agricultural and trade policies which impoverish people in developing
countries with ones that promote
workers’ rights, redistribution and
sustainability.
No EU army, a ban on nuclear
weapons and other weapons of
mass destruction.
Democratisation of EU institutions, including making the Council and Commission accountable to
an empowered European Parliament.
Labour’s campaign should further put to the people an explicit
commitment to a public vote at
the end of the extended Brexit
process – between a deal to
Leave endorsed by Parliament
and an option to Remain, in a reformed EU.

months, at least six months if there
is a child involved.
But reading the small print of the
guidance, there is a huge caveat.
This only applies if the victim is no
longer actually suffering from domestic abuse.
If you’re in the midst of domestic
abuse, trying to extricate yourself,
the DWP has no obligation to refrain from demanding you search
for and take up employment,
under pain of high level sanctions.
In practice, the vast majority of
staff are reasonable human beings
who likely aren’t aware that’s policy, so probably few act in line with
it.
But combined with the fact that
in general payments are paid to a
single member of a household, in-

variably more likely to be the man,
it is yet another way in which DWP
policy can help lock people in abusive relationships. (To mitigate this
problem, Amber Rudd has recently
announced that Universal Credit
payments will be made to the primary carer of the children).
That the clause can be official
DWP policy, buried in the guidance
with few inside or outside the jobcentre aware of it, is an indication
of how deep and wide the problems for claimants and workers can
be.
By lifting the lid on the inner
workings of the jobcentre, we
can get a better idea of what
we’re up against, how to fight it,
and what to replace it with.

• bit.ly/l4se-w

The small print
By a DWP worker
Almost everyone’s heard of Universal Credit, and most people
think that in one way or another,
it doesn’t work.
Many have heard of sanctions
and five week waits for payments,
of the “rape clause” or of people
disabled by cancer being declared
fit for work. They went to see ‘I,
Daniel Blake’, and felt cheered
when Corbyn voted against the
government’s welfare legislation
during his first leadership election
campaign.
Some of these problems are spe-

cific to Universal Credit, yet many
of them aren’t. And, horrific as the
headline issues are, they only tell
part of the story.
I was first motivated to write
notes about life at the jobcentre for
claimants and workers when we
covered domestic violence during
my training to become a work
coach (previously known as job advisers).
When a claimant is unable to
look for work due to one of a particular range of circumstances, such
as bereavement, domestic violence,
treatment for addiction, etc., the default requirement to be available
and looking for work can be
waived. For victims of domestic violence, they cannot be asked to
look for work for at least three
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Deliveroo workers back the homeless
By Zack, Bristol Deliveroo
courier
Kicking off this wave of rolling
strikes and other actions for better pay from Deliveroo, Nottingham Riders’ Network-IWGB held
on 5 April a distribution event of
food and other supplies for
homeless people.
Getting food donations from various restaurants, and working with
a local homelessness charity, they
distributed them to rough sleepers
they could find around the city.
As well as directly providing
some relief to homeless people, this
raised the profile both of the problem of homelessness – which has
risen sharply in recent years – and
of NRN-IWGB and their struggles.
NRN-IWGB raised their struggle
when promoting what they

dubbed a “Fast, Food Kitchen”:
“Whilst Deliveroo creams off the
profit and refuses to negotiate with
staff on pay and conditions, Nottingham Riders Network — IWGB
did their city and fellow couriers
proud holding a pop-up kitchen to
feed our homeless community.
Many of us are just one pay cheque
away from being on the streets —
we demand decent living and
working conditions for all.”
In a very small way, workers
using the skills and resources they
use on the job for more socially useful ends than what we normally do
points towards workers’ control.
Seriously tackling homelessness
requires building combative movements to force higher wages, securer jobs, and much better public
provision and services, from social
housing to benefits and beyond.

Likewise, better pay from Deliveroo has and will be ultimately
won by directly taking them on,
through sustained strike action.
NRN-IWGB recognise this and are
planning to strike in early May.
“Fast, Food Kitchen”, as in part a
publicity stunt, can contribute towards both ends, raising the profile
of homelessness and the struggle
against our employer. It is a shame,
although perhaps not surprising,
that local news coverage of the
event seems to have only mentioned their past struggles over pay
in passing. It hasn’t made clear the
links between fighting for better
pay and fighting homelessness that
NRN-IWGB has.
The week that the “Fast, Food
Kitchen” took place, Deliveroo nationally was late in paying many
couriers by around two days.

Merseyrail: discuss return to action
By a railworker

Merseyrail still seems intent on
making a deal on the “Driver
Only Operation” (DOO) dispute
that robs one group of workers
to pay another.
It wants to cut cleaners’ jobs to
retain guards’ jobs. A second deal
of that type was rejected by the National Executive of the rail union
RMT on 5 April. The deal also
wanted to shift some door control
functions to the driver.
Merseyrail has been one of the
highlights of the DOO campaign,
with rock-solid RMT guards’
strikes backed up by fantastic solidarity from Aslef drivers refusing

to cross their picket lines.
But since RMT dialled down its
action in August 2018, Merseyrail
have made two settlement offers,
both unsatisfactory and both rejected. The lesson is: the bosses will
not make significant concessions
except under pressure from strikes.
The move away from industrial
action and towards a negotiated
settlement was touted by some, including RMT General Secretary
Mick Cash, as the result of good relations with the Liverpool City Region
Labour
mayor,
Steve
Rotheram.
An intervention in the dispute by
Rotheram
which
apparently
brought Merseyrail to the table. But

if these shoddy deals are the only
fruit of that intervention, it was
hardly worth it.
There is now a real danger of
snatching defeat from the jaws of
victory. Some worry that the momentum built up by the industrial
action has now dissipated, and
general fatigue will eventually be
enough to see a deal passed.
But there is still time to avoid that
eventuality. Members’ meetings,
which are now being planned,
must urgently discuss returning to
action.
And a line must be drawn
under any notion that cleaners’
jobs are acceptable collateral
damage.

Cleaning workers employed by Vinci on London Overground struck on 5-6
April, demanding a wage increase to the London Living Wage of £10.55/hour.
Currently the workers are paid £10.02.
The workers were previously employed by Carillion, and were transferred
to Vinci when their previous employer went bust.
Vinci has refused to offer them a pay increase.
Rail union RMT, which organises the workers, is also demanding that the
cleaners now be brought in house and employed directly by Arriva Rail
London, the train company that operates London Overground.

Audio and e-reader versions
Many thanks to the volunteers who have enabled us to produce an
audio version of the paper’ Links to the audio version on SoundCloud
are at www.workersliberty.org/audio.
To be sent our e-reader version of Solidarity, email awl@workersliberty.org.
This may be helpful for dyslexic readers. E-readers enable you to
choose the font, type size, and line-spacing you prefer, in a completely
uncluttered layout.
Please give feedback so that we can find out whether these efforts
are worthwhile, and, if they are, improve them.

Couriers are paid weekly, and the
widespread anger that couriers
were directing towards Deliveroo
for this delay highlights how precarious many couriers’ financial situations are.
The first issue of our new bilin-

A new pamphlet from Workers’
Liberty summarises our arguments
on Brexit, Europe, international
solidarity, free movement,
immigration, and how to build
socialist politics cross-borders.
40 pages A4. Cover price £4. With
postage — non-UK £6, UK £5.
Cheap rates for bulk orders: four
for £15, ten for £35, twenty for
£60.
• Buy online at bit.ly/r-rebel

gual national bulletin, Puncture/Ruptura, has now been
printed and is being distributed,
mostly hand-to-hand in restaurants.
• See it online: bit.ly/punc-b

Our new pamphlet, “The German
Revolution”, has Luxemburg’s major
articles from 1918-9.
They span from when the 1918-9
German revolution began, and her
release from jail, through to her
murder by a Social Democratic
government protected right-wing
militia.
Paul Vernadsky’s introduction
tells the story of the German
revolution and discusses findings of
recent scholarship on it.
56 pages A4. Cover price £5. With
postage — non-UK £7, UK £6. Cheap
rates for bulk orders. Buy online at
bit.ly/rl-gr

Advanced earlybird tickets for
our summer school, Ideas for
Freedom, are now available
until 21 April: £30 waged, £17
low-waged and students, £7 unwaged.
Prices will increase in steps until
the event, around 22-23 June.
The 22-23 June weekend agenda
will include presentations and debates on issues around Brexit, antisemitism, climate change, 1919,
1989, and more. We are continuing
to add speakers and events in the
run up to the event.
There’ll be a walking tour on

Thursday 20 June looking at
“Queer Brixton” and an evening
debate on Friday 21 June between
Workers’ Liberty and Paul Embery of the Fire Brigades Union on
socialists views on Brexit.
Venue: Camden School for
Girls, Sandall Road, London
NW5 2DB.
Free creche. Overnight accommodation will also be available free.
Contact awl@workersliberty.org
for further details.
www.workersliberty.org/ideas
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To fix climate change, fight capitalism!
By Mike Zubrowski
George Monbiot (The Guardian,
Wednesday 3 April) makes the
case for large scale reforesting
and re-wilding as the “Natural
Climate Solutions” to the problem of how to remove excess
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
He recognises that this removal
can be no “substitute for the rapid
and comprehensive decarbonisation of our economies.” But his approach to bringing about this large
scale re-wilding falls short is what
of needed, and fails to link it to
these wider needed transitions.
A lot of what Monbiot says is
true. Even if we reduced carbon
emissions to zero today, this would
leave global atmospheric levels of
CO2 over a third higher than the
highest they had reached at any
point in the million years – at least
– predating capitalism and the industrial revolution.
These higher levels would continue to drive a rise in global temperatures. Global warming in turn
would contribute to various feedback mechanisms, through which
more greenhouse gases are released. One significant example is
the thawing of the Siberian permafrost leading to large releases of
methane, a greenhouse gas even
more powerful per molecule than
carbon dioxide.
Given this, it is vital that we not
only rapidly halt carbon emissions,
but that we also work to remove
greenhouse gases from the atmo-

In Australia, where school climate strikes started in November 2018, school students and others have got together in large conferences across the country to
plan new campaigning. Above: the conference in Brisbane, 25 March.
“Natural Climate Solutions”
themselves require large areas of
land to be used in the long term interests of all of us, rather than the
short term profit of a few. It requires public ownership and control of land, for a start.
In short, to tackle climate change
we must confront the ruling class:
we must overthrow capitalism,
and build a socialist environmental
alternative.
This goes well beyond aware-

The next School Climate Strike will be on 12 April. In London protestors
will be rallying from 11am in Parliament Sq. Details of protests around
the country: ukscn.org

that. Despite widespread acknowledgement of the severity of climate
change, and of concrete steps that
would reduce it, these steps
haven’t been taken.
Why? Today’s global economic
systems are capitalist: it functions
in the interest of profit for those
who own or control companies –
the ruling class. An endless pursuit
of more and more profit drives exploitation of the majority of society
– the working class. Nature, too,
comes second to short-term profit,
and has been ruthlessly plundered
for the ruling classes’ wealth.
Through their immense accumulated wealth, the ruling class are
extremely powerful.
To decarbonise our economies
requires tackling fossil fuel companies and infrastructure, which an
extremely powerful section of the
ruling class has strong short-term
interests in preserving. A rapid
transition to zero carbon emissions
will also require significant financing. The wealth in society exists in
the bank accounts of the rich and
their businesses, and we must
wrestle control of some, for this decarbonisation.
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sphere.
Monbiot is right to highlight the
limits of many currently proposed
ways of doing so, at least using
today’s technology. He is right, too,
to point to the effectiveness and
importance of supporting the ecological restoration of forests, saltmarshes, peat bogs, and more.
Such ecosystems not only extract
lots of carbon from the atmosphere, but protect ecological biodiversity.
How can we make this re-wilding happen? Monbiot seems to advocate little more than an
NGO-style approach to raising
awareness of these “Natural Climate Solutions”.
Awareness won’t stop climate
change. What youth climate strikers recognise, and socialist environmentalists emphasise, is that
winning the necessary changes requires much more pressure than

#YouthStrike4Climate 12 April
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ness raising. We can challenge and
overthrow capitalism. The ruling
class owns society’s wealth; and
the infrastructure, companies and
organisations which create this
wealth. But the working class does
the work, day to day, to produce
this wealth and make society function.
If we organise together, we
can change society, win a world
free of exploitation, and prevent
the worst of global warming.

A collection of articles and reviews
on the fight against climate
change, capitalism and on the role
of workers’ organisation and
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Buy online at bit.ly/wca-p
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